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Awards

Chandler-Gilbert Community College Awards

- Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching 2015 Community Engagement Classification
- President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll
- CGCC, Veteran Supportive Campus Designation, Arizona Department of Veteran Services
- Learning Communities, CGCC Innovation of the Year
- CGCC Chapter, Male Empowerment Network (MEN), MCCCDC Diversity Advisory Council Excellence Award, Chapter of the Year and Advisors of the Year (Tony Little and Jill Wendt)

Chandler-Gilbert Community College Individual Awards

- Scott Adamson and Regi Munro, 2014 John and Suzanne Roueche Excellence Award, League of Innovation
- Monica Bilka, Walter Rundell Award for Dissertation Research
- Lara Bruner, 2014 APA TOPSS Charles T. Blair-Broeker Excellence in Teaching Award
- Alex Cannell, Linda Lujan, Pam Woodbury receive Appreciation Award, Leadership Award and Educator of the Year Honoree, Si Se Puede Foundation
- Miguel Fernandez, Employee Recognition Award, Maricopa Community Colleges Foundation
- Margie Gomez, Gail Haase and Yanci Murphy, Outstanding Adjunct Faculty Member, MCCCDC Adjunct Faculty Association
- Joshua Gottry, ASCAP Plus Award
- Dawn Gruichich, CGCC Woman of Distinction
- Ron Keller, Marcus Denton, Sally Jesse, ariZoni Theater Award of Excellence
- Bernadette La Mazza, Pandora Festival of New Works
- Vanessa Sandoval, CGCC Service-Learning Faculty of the Year
- Linda Shaw and Ted Wolter, Gilbert Community Excellence Awards
- Diane Travers Shipman, Distinguished Toastmasters Award
- Jill Wendt, CGCC Service-Learning Lifetime Achievement Award
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Awards

Chandler-Gilbert Community College Awards

CGCC recognized by Carnegie Foundation for community engagement

The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching awarded Chandler-Gilbert Community College (CGCC) with its Community Engagement classification, a significant and competitive recognition that highlights dedication to community service. This is a renewal of CGCC’s initial 2006 designation. CGCC is one of only three Arizona schools and just 361 colleges and universities nationwide that currently hold the designation. Mesa Community College (MCC) also received the designation. Between MCC and CGCC, more than 5,000 students performed upwards of 115,000 hours of community service last year. Read more.

President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll recognizes CGCC for eighth straight year

CGCC was named to the 2014 President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll for the eighth consecutive year. The college is among only 766 higher education institutions nationwide, and among only four in the State of Arizona. The recognition highlights the role colleges and universities play in solving community challenges, and helps students pursue a lifelong path of civic engagement. Read more.

CGCC named Veteran Supportive Campus by state agency

Chandler-Gilbert Community College (CGCC) was named a Veteran Supportive Campus by the Arizona Department of Veteran Services (AZDVS) in February.

The Veteran Supportive Campus program was established by the Arizona state legislature in 2012 as a means of establishing measurable, meaningful criteria for determining if a school is indeed “veteran-friendly.” Among the eight criteria are requirements to provide resource and study centers, to conduct training for faculty and staff, to survey veteran students annually, and to offer veteran-specific orientation sessions. Read more.
Learning Communities selected as CGCC Innovation of the Year

The proposal “Reinventing Developmental Education Learning Communities” was selected at the 2014 Innovation of the Year at CGCC. As a high-level summary, a team of CGCC staff and faculty renovated the CGCC developmental education learning community offerings in reading, mathematics and English which were implemented in fall 2013. The renovated offerings integrated with student success courses as well as classes in psychology, sociology, English and humanities. Data demonstrated that students in these classes had the same or higher success rates and retention rates than students in stand-alone classes. More notably, evaluation of CCSSE results indicate students in developmental learning communities have statistically significant higher student engagement than students in stand-alone classes in five areas: active and collaborative learning, student effort, academic challenge, student-faculty interaction and support for learners. Read more.

Male minority chapter at CGCC wins diversity award, Chapter of the Year and Advisor of the Year

The Maricopa County Community College District (MCCCD) Diversity Advisory Council recognized the CGCC chapter of the Male Empowerment Network (MEN) with its 2015 award.

MEN, a district initiative, was formed to increase retention of the minority male student population. The CGCC MEN chapter has become a model for many of the sister college chapters and won Chapter of the Year in 2014 as well as 2015.

The CGCC chapter consistently connects students to support systems necessary for student success, including assistance with registration, advising, mentoring and the collaboration of philanthropic efforts with student clubs.

Chapter advisors Tony Little and Jill Wendt were selected as 2015 Advisors of the Year. Read more.
Chandler-Gilbert Community College Individual Awards

Scott Adamson and Regi Munro, 2015 John and Suzanne Roueche Excellence Award, League of Innovation
Chandler-Gilbert Community College mathematics faculty Scott Adamson and biological sciences division chair and faculty Regi Munro were selected as recipients of the 2014 John & Suanne Roueche Excellence Awards presented March 8 during the annual League for Innovation in the Community College Innovations conference. Read more.

Monica Bilka receives award for dissertation research
The Western History Association recognized history faculty Monica Bilka with the Walter Rundell Award for Dissertation Research in October of 2014. The title of her dissertation is “When we heal the land, we heal the people”: Klamath Tribal Empowerment through Natural Resources Management, 1960-2014.

Lara Bruner recognized for teaching excellence in psychology
Lara Bruner was one of three high school psychology teachers honored with the 2014 Excellence in Teaching Award by the American Psychological Association’s Committee of Teachers of Psychology in Secondary Schools (TOPSS). Bruner was recognized for her student-centered teaching style that encourages students to think about psychology outside of their own lives.

Si Se Puede Foundation honor three at CGCC for leadership, education and appreciation
The Si Se Puede Foundation recognized Chandler-Gilbert Community College Service-Learning Coordinator Alex Cannell with an Appreciation Award in March 2015 as well as President Linda Lujan with the Leadership Award and mathematics faculty Pam Woodbury as an Educator of the Year Honoree in April 2015. Read more.
Training faculty to better serve veterans leads to foundation employee recognition award

The Maricopa Community Colleges Foundation recognized English faculty Miguel Fernadez with the 2015 Employee Recognition Award for his outstanding contributions to the District’s mission. Fernandez, who is a faculty liaison for veterans as well as a co-sponsor of the Chandler-Gilbert Community College chapter of the Student Veterans Organization (SVO), spent his sabbatical semester (Fall 2014) researching and developing an online training program to assist faculty members in understanding and dealing with student veterans. Working closely with the SVO, the result was “Toolkit for Training Faculty to Best Serve Student Veterans.” Read more.

Margie Gomez, Gail Haase and Yanci Murphy, Outstanding Adjunct Faculty Members, MCCCD Adjunct Faculty Association

The District’s Adjunct Faculty Association has given Outstanding Adjunct Faculty Awards to Margie Gomez, Gail Haase and Yanci Murphy. The award is provided to those who complete an assessment process that includes an evaluation of their performance on criteria in five areas: pedagogy, assessment, enrichment, development and professionalism as well as forward at least two letters of recommendation. (At least one from the department chair, dean, or vice president of Academic Affairs and one or more additional recommendations from residential faculty, adjunct faculty or students.)

Joshua Gottry receives ASCAP Plus Award

The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) selected Joshua Gottry as an ASCAP Plus Award recipient for his music composition and works performed in 2013. Gottry first received an ASCAP Young Composer Award in 1995 and has been selected every year since 2001 for the ASCAP Plus Award.

Leadership, innovation and service describe woman of distinction

Dawn Gruichich was selected as the CGCC 2015 Woman of Distinction. Gruichich, who is the director of Student Support and Transition Services, was nominated by her peers for her leadership, innovation, service and contribution to women. Read more.
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Ron Keller awarded two ariZoni theatre awards
Over the last two seasons, Ron Keller, technical director and scenic designer for the CGCC Arnette Scott Ward Performing Arts Center has been nominated for six and received two ariZoni Awards for theatrical design for shows produced by our performing arts department. His last award was for property design for The Bold, the Young and the Murdered in the fall 2014. Marc Denton was nominated for Best Musical Direction of a Musical and Sally Jesse was nominated for Best Stage Direction for CGCC’s production of Seussical.

Bernadette La Mazza, Pandora Festival of New Works
Bernadette La Mazza won the 2015 Pandora Festival of New Works for her full-length comedy “Vegetal Salvaje,” a play about a vegetarian cooking show pilot hosted by aging telenovela stars, a sports announcer, a washed up B-movie actor turned exercise promoter and a model.

Vanessa Sandoval, Service-Learning Faculty of the Year
Communications faculty Vanessa Sandoval received the CGCC 2015 Service-Learning Faculty of the Year award recognizing her for her excellent work in service-learning. Vanessa incorporated Into the Streets and several class projects in her courses this year, including the Then They Came For Us... exhibit and World War II-era rail car from East Valley Jewish Community Center.

Linda Shaw and Ted Wolter selected for educator and employee of the year
Linda Shaw and Ted Wolter were selected as the Chandler-Gilbert Community College (CGCC) Staff Employee of the Year and Educator of the Year for the 19th annual Gilbert Community Excellence Awards. As the founding art faculty, Wolter shaped the art program from its inception, mentored new art faculty as they joined the college, and shepherded the program through growth and change. Director of Admissions, Registration and Records Linda Shaw is known for her extensive knowledge and focus on student service and is a valuable resource who willingly serves on a variety of local and district-wide committees benefitting hundreds of thousands of students. Read more.
Diane Travers Shipman, Second Distinguished Toastmasters Award

Diane Travers Shipman was awarded her second Distinguished Toastmasters Award (DTM) in May 2015, the highest accomplishment possible in Toastmasters. Travers achieved her first DTM in June 2010. Travers’ home club is the Power Play Toastmasters. In September 2012, she secured approval to allow the club to meet weekly on campus every Thursday. The group has open meetings allowing students who are interested to participate. To date, more than 700 students have attended a Power Play Toastmasters meeting and multiple other students have attended additional Toastmaster meetings.

Jill Wendt, Service-Learning Lifetime Achievement Award

Jill Wendt received the Service-Learning Lifetime Achievement Award recognizing her for her commitment to service-learning during her time teaching at CGCC. Dr. Wendt has taught at CGCC for seven years and has incorporated a service-learning component in her courses each semester. She has been involved with Into the Streets, numerous class projects, and individual placements.
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Service and Leadership

Carol Edwards is serving as the executive secretary for TODOS: Mathematics for ALL; a member of the Mathematics Education Trust Board, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and a member of the Onsite Program Committee for the 2015 Annual Conference for the National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics.

Josh Gottry is serving a second term as chair of the Percussive Arts Society Composition Committee.

Rita Haman is a member of the board of directors of the Arizona Action Coalition.

Linda Lujan was appointed to the Dignity Health East Valley Hospitals Board.

Donna Thompson, was elected as a co-chair of the Community College Caucus of the National Women’s Studies Association.

Greg Wojtovich was elected to the Higley Unified School District governing board.
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**Grants and Fellowships**

Karen Wellner was a selected participant for a National Science Foundation three-year project: GEOCACHE (Geospatial Connections Promoting Advancement to Careers and Higher Education). The collaborative project between Mesa Community College and Northern Arizona University is designed to facilitate the development of career and educational pathways in geospatial technologies (GST).

Tracy Liz Miller and producing partner Brenda Jean Foley successfully pitched a proposal at the Arizona Commission on the Arts ArtTank East event. They were awarded $6,000 in seed-funding to launch The Bridge Initiative: Women in Arizona Theatre that will address the gender disparity in the theatre community of the state and hopefully help towards the national conversation. The inaugural Symposium will take place June 2015 at the Mesa Encore Theatre’s Black Box on Brown.

Vivian Miranda, director of Student Success, and CGCC Male Empowerment Network chapter advisors Tony Little and Jill Wendt were awarded at $30,000 grant from the Maricopa Center for Learning and Instruction and the State of Arizona to coordinate and host a summer STEM bootcamp.

Jill Wendt and Wanda Tucker (Rio Salado Community College) were awarded a $8,000 2015-16 Learning Grant for Mar“Learnshops I and II - Underrepresented Males of Color: What Faculty Must Know!”

Diane Elarde is a contributing writer for two *Chicken Soup for the Soul* books: *Hope and Miracles* and *Thanks to My Mom*. She is also now a feature writer for the publication *Thrive*, a publication found in 100 locations around the world which helps the homeless. In February, she spoke to more than 200 people on “Emotional Intelligence and the Workplace” at the Mesa Community College Performing Arts Center as part of their evening lecture series.

Miguel Fernandez published “*Toolkit for Training Faculty to Best Serve Student Veterans*” in January 2015. He also was the executive producer of a documentary film, “*From War to Wisdom*” (directors: Josh Hisle and Daniel Collins) in May 2015. He made the following presentations:

- “Defusing Tension, Conflict, and Misunderstandings in the Classroom” at the Spring 2015 Maricopa Community Colleges Adjunct Faculty Day of Learning Conference in Phoenix, AZ. on Jan. 10, 2015:
  - “Defusing Tension, Conflict, and Misunderstandings in the Classroom with student veterans” at 2015 NASPA Veterans Conference in Louisville KY. on Feb. 8, 2015
  - “Working with the Military Connected student in the classroom” at the 12th Annual Teaching Professor Conference in Atlanta, GA on May 29, 2015 from Oct. 14 to May 15

David Finley, will be a visiting scholar in Renaissance and early Modern Studies at the American Academy in Rome, Italy over the summer. His research will focus on the works of Michelangelo and will be twofold: 1) enhancing his background in the visual arts and developing the possible connections to a STEM or STEAM curriculum for humanities classes and future faculty development as well as 2) researching his poetry, letters, and biographies for a sense of his feelings and self-perception about the difficulties of writing and the writing process to use with apprehensive writing students.

Josh Gottry had six new percussion compositions published in the catalog of C. Alan Publications, including “Woodwork” for marimba quartet and cajon which was commissioned and premiered by the Northern Arizona University Percussion Ensemble in Spring 2014. He was presented a cajon clinic for the Arizona Percussive Arts Society Day of Percussion in Spring 2015.

Linda Lujan co-presented the closing plenary at the American College and University Presidents’ Climate Commitment 2014 Presidential Summit on Climate Leadership in Boston, Mass. as well as co-presented on Sustainability and the Completion Agenda at the American Association for Community Colleges Annual Conference in San Antonio, Texas.

Bassam Matar’s article “Faculty Professional Development for the NextGeneration Reconfigurable Electronics Workforce” was published in the January 2015 issue of the *Journal of Technology, Management and Applied Engineering*. Additional authors include: Dr. Nasser Alaraje, Dr. Aleksandr Sergeyev, Dr. John Reutte and Mr. Craig Kief.

Nicholas Mowad’s article titled “The Purest Inequality: Hegel’s Critique of the Labor Contract and Capitalism” will be published as chapter four in *Hegel and Capitalism*, edited by Andrew Buchwalter and published by the State University of New York Press.
Roy Pope’s photograph “Kokopelli” was part of the Light Sensitive 2015 gallery show at Art Intersection. His photo “Cemetery, Ireland” was nominated for the international competition The Black and White Spider Awards in the architectural category. Singer and songwriter Amy Black’s video “Layin’ It Down” featured his photography.

Amanda Roberson self-published her first book Dear God, Bless This Mess and is making regular contributions to the blog of the same name.
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Degrees and Certificates

- Cory Bartlett, Bachelor in Public Administration, Northern Arizona University
- Jennifer Cunningham, Master in Social Work, Arizona State University
- Rita Haman, Doctor of Nursing Practice, Walden University
- Debbie Oliver, Bachelor of Science in Law Enforcement Management, Northern Arizona University.
- Imke Standbridge, Associate of Arts in Communication, Chandler-Gilbert Community College
- Patrick Williams, Doctor of Education (EdD) in Educational Leadership, emphasis in Community College/Higher Education Administration, Northern Arizona University
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Professional Development

Navigate Maricopa Supervisor Development Program

- Brent Bartel
- Robert E. Everett
- Kimberly DeHaan
- Michael Greene
- Dawn Gruichich
- Daniel R. Herbst
- Anthony Little
- Vivian Miranda
- Maria Reyes
- Vincent Scalisi
- Michael A. Thomas

Maximizing Our Strengths as An Inclusive Community (MOSAIC)

- Ryan Cain
- Reda Chambers
- Ethne Cox
- Daniel Herbst
- Brad Kendrex
- Bernadette La Mazza
- Michale J. Nadeau
- Colette J. Nichols
- Charles Nwankwo
- Fred M. Ostos
- Juliane M. Roybal
- Vincent Scalisi
- Steve Scarlett
- Ronald M. Slamka
- Yvette Strickling
- Michael A. Thomas

MCCCD Leadership Principles

- Joni Brummer
- Alexandera Cannell
- Bernadette La Mazza
- Charles Nwankwo

Other

- Arlisa Richardson completed the American Association of Physics Teachers New Faculty Experience for Two-Year College Faculty members, an 18-month experience designed specifically for two-year college physics faculty in their first five years of teaching.
- Bernadette La Mazza obtained her Society for Human Resource Management – Certified Professional credential.
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- Emeritus Distinction
- Retirees
- MCCCD Years of Service
- Adjunct Faculty Extended Service Award
- Maricopa Priorities Task Force
- Peer Assistance and Review Mentors
- Keystone Award Recipients
- Employee Group Officers and Representatives
Ana Jarvis receives emeritus distinction

Ana Jarvis, CGCC Spanish faculty, was honored with emeritus distinction at the Maricopa County Community College District governing board meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 23. Jarvis was nominated by Virginia Edwards, division chair of Modern Languages and Humanities, and Spanish faculty Cynthia Bingham.

Jarvis was one of the first instructors hired at CGCC when it was still an educational center of Mesa Community College in 1987, and she was CGCC’s first Spanish faculty. During those early years when CGCC was emerging as an accredited institution, Jarvis taught a variety of Spanish classes and worked on developing a strong foreign language program. As the years went by, other languages were added to the department. She was instrumental in starting CGCC’s Spanish honor society, Sigma Delta Mu, and an annual Foreign Language Night. For many years she helped plan International Student Week activities with CGCC’s International Student Office.

Jarvis was a key contributor to CGCC’s Marketing Committee and the International/Intercultural Education Committee. She is a gifted and prolific author whose “Como Se Dice” books are used by colleges and universities locally and nationally.

Edwards and Bingham note in the nomination, “Most of all, Ana has been a strong advocate for her students and her profession. She is known for mentoring and tutoring students and for introducing the beauty of the Spanish language and culture to thousands over the years. She has a sharp wit and a great sense of humor. She will be fondly remembered for her valiant resistance to the onslaught of technology, defiantly tapping on her typewriter long after those around her converted to computers, email, and online student information systems. She will be remembered as a dear friend and supportive colleague to many faculty and staff at CGCC.”

Retirees

Jacakln A. Askin
Maryanne Frederick
Jeffrey A. Hale
Vic Marilao
Vanita P. Oakes
Julienne G. Palinsky
Joseph J. Partridge
Rona E. Rosenberg
Jonathan R. Terpay
Ronald L. West
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MCCCD Years of Service Awards
CGCC recognizes staff and faculty for their years of service to our students at the 5, 10, 15 and 25 year mark.

25 years
Rene Barrios
Maricela Coronado
James Dusek
Librado Garza
Kelley Kirkpatrick
Bassam Matar
Laura Matyas
Melinda Rudibaugh
Caryl Terrell-Bamiro

15 years
Margarita Ayala
Bawden Barney
Cynthia Clark
Robert Contreras
John Dassinger
Virginia Edwards
Robert Everett
Tommy Foster
Linda Guariglio
Madeline Hodges
Michael Lucas
Mary McGlasson
Shirley Miller
Bethany Moncivaiz
Armida Ramirez
Rochelle Reinesch

10 years
Averi Avelar
Kathryn Campbell
Lesley Cryderman
Michael Curtis
Brien Dieterle
Camille DiScala
Dawn Gruichich
Maria Hernandez
Moses Hernandez
Bonnie Johnson
Vic Marilao
Noel Morelos
Robert Pardo
Paul Petrequin
Christen Pingree
Arlisa Richardson
Edward Rosenthal
Vincent Scalisi
Margaret Walker

20 years
William Crawford
Nancy Harrison
Nancy Short

Appointive Faculty
Anthony Braaten
Jessica Dwork
Rita Haman
Cassandra Nolan
Thomas Potter

5 years
Joshua Doddroe
Jessica Dwork
Rita Haman
Cassandra Nolan
Thomas Potter
Melissa Roybal-Anaya
Jonathan Terpay
Bonnie Welsh
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Adjunct Faculty Semesters of Service Award

The following adjunct faculty reached a teaching milestone teaching 20 or more semesters at CGCC.

Sue E. Bast, Nursing & Health Sciences
Alexis Brandeis Davis, Communication & Fine Arts
Jeffrey D. Burrell, Mathematics
Wesley Dale Delbridge II, Nursing & Health Sciences
Ghada H. Elaqad, Physical Sciences & Engineering
Kristi Lyn Ellingson, Mathematics
Jean M. Fronk, Nursing & Health Sciences
Rex A. Ginder, Aviation & Applied Technology
Margie Gomez, Business & Computing Studies
Nicole Hastings, Mathematics
Tammy Ann Hove, Composition, Creative Writing & Literature
Ashley Michele Jacobson, Business & Computing Studies
Mona D. Kelso, Composition, Creative Writing & Literature
Linda D. Mather, Mathematics
Michael L. Mazzatenta, Communication & Fine Arts
Victoria A. Merritt, Social & Behavioral Sciences
Alevtina K. Moore, Composition, Creative Writing & Literature
Willie Gene Richardson, Business & Computing Studies
Rita A. Scholz, Communication & Fine Arts
Joan K. Speshock, Business & Computing Studies
Deborah R. Stewart, Composition, Creative Writing & Literature
Crystal Theaker, Business & Computing Studies
Kristie Waldron, Social & Behavioral Sciences
Charles Richard Wehofer, Mathematics
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Service to CGCC

Maricopa Priorities Task Force

The following employees helped CGCC’s process of self-assessment, assessment, and prioritization of all programs and services within the context of the college and the Maricopa Community College District.

Steering Team:
Brent Bartel
Bill Crawford
Bill Guerriero, Co-Chair
Adrienne Hicks
Julie Johns
Rosemary Leary, Co-Chair
Regi Munro
Nancy Short

Instructional Task Force:
Tony Little
David Smith
Sue Steele
Yvette Strickling
Donna Thompson, Co-Chair
Frank Wilson
Maria Wise, Co-Chair
Ted Wolter

Support Services Task Force:
Skye Long Bailey
Joel Brame - Co-Chair
Romana Carpio
Sal Guerrero
Dan Herbst
Brad Kendrex - Co-Chair
Rhonda Reid
Lorelei Wood

Alternates:
Mary Beth Burgoyne
Maria Reyes
David Weaver
Theresa Wong

Peer Assistance and Review Mentors

The following faculty who served as mentors for probationary CGCC faculty as part of the Peer Assistance and Review process.

Scott Adamson
Pat Baker
Jeanne Canham
Diane Chardon
Kim Chuppa-Cornell
Camille DiScala
Virginia Edwards
Sharon Fagan
David Finley
Tom Foster
Rita Haman

Darby Heath
Sujatha Krishnaswamy
Rosemary Leary
Bassam Matar
Shirley Miller
Charles Morgan
David Munoz
Roberta Pardo
Jenny Pauls
Jennifer Peterson
Paul Petriquin

Pushpa Ramakrishna
Yvonne Reineke
Melinda Rudibaugh
Chris Schnick
Donna Thompson
Malik Toms
Zoila Tovar-Blank
Greg Trone
Mary Zimmerer
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Keystone Recognition Certificates
The following individuals received one or more Keystone Recognition certificates

Aaron Aguirre
Communication
Sue Aroz
Excellence x2
David Badame
Collaboration
Excellence
Cory Bartlett
Learning
Collaboration
Scott Bemisdarfer
Communication
Dorothy Benton
Communication
Shannon Bishop
Communication
Carrie Braaten
Community Engagement
Donna Breault
Community Engagement x2
James Cahill
Communication
Aurelia Camacho
Communication
KT Campbell
Community Engagement
Alex Cannell
Community Engagement x2
Romana Carpio
Community Engagement
Bethany Cascante
Communication
Kenna Chesney
Excellence
Rita Clark
Excellence
Community Engagement
Christine Cline
Community Engagement
Robert Contreras
Community Engagement
Linda Costello
Community Engagement
Lowell Crary
Communication
Kathy Crossley
Community Engagement x2
Brenda Croteau
Community Engagement
Michael Curtis
Excellence x2
Maria De La Torre
Community Engagement
David Dickerson
Communication
Martha Dickey
Collaboration
Brien Dieterle
Excellence
Itzela Dixon Tapia
Excellence
Community Engagement
Josh Doddroe
Excellence
Rosa Ellingson
Communication
Jean Esquer
Excellence
Robin Eubanks
Communication
Miguel Fernandez
Community Engagement
David Finley
Communication
Mike Greene
Community Engagement
Andreas Gronen
Excellence
Christopher Hales
Communication
Orleans Hall
Communication
Linda Heartquist
Excellence
Community Engagement
Lawrence Hernandez
Innovation
Collaboration
James Hipple
Communication
Tammy Hove
Communication
Theresa Hull
Community Engagement
Janice Humbarger
Collaboration
Mike Hutto
Community Engagement
Rosa Ibarra (Valdiviezo)
Excellence x2
Eric Jacobson
Communication
Jeanne Canham
Communication
John Dean
Communication
Rebecca Jolley
Communication
Kacie Lee Joyner
Communication
Susan Kuzmik
Community Engagement
Bernadette La Mazza
Community Engagement
Michael Lucas
Collaboration
Jackie Lucchi
Collaboration
Community Engagement
Miguel Martinez
Collaboration
Bassam Matar
Community Engagement
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Wendy Matar
Communication
Angela Mazzola
Communication
Linda Meng
Learning
Community Engagement
Carly Milbert
Communication
Mitchell Chase
Communication
Alevtina Moore
Communication
Renee Morales
Community Engagement
Indika Morris
Communication
Regi Munro
Learning
Richard Nelson
Communication
Doug Noble
Excellence
Douglas Norton
Communication
Maryellen Ohrnberger
Communication
Diane Ortiz-Parsons
Communication
Fred Ostos
Community Engagement
Robert Pardo
Communication
James Parker
Communication
Justin Pilla
Communication
Christen Pingree
Excellence
Community Engagement
Donna Pisano
Excellence x2
Community Engagement
Robert Ploof
Community Engagement
Roy Pope
Excellence
Amanda Price
Communication
Anne Reynolds-Garza
Communication
Della Rios
Community Engagement
Tamara Rodic
Communication
David Rodriguez
Excellence
Collaboration
Melissa Romero
Excellence
Julian Roybal
Community Engagement
Melissa Roybal-Anaya
Excellence
Renee Rude
Communication
Melinda Rudibaugh
Excellence
Community Engagement
Cristina Ruiz
Excellence
Jean Schloeman
Communication
Shelly Shaffer
Communication
Andrey Shal
Excellence
Keith Sherb
Excellence
Anna Smeraldo
Communication
Eric Snyder
Community Engagement
Sue Arezoo Steele
Community Engagement
Communication
Heather Sternberg
Communication
Yvette Strickling
Communication
Community Engagement
Marjorie Takahashi
Communication
Jonathan Terpay
Learning
Community Engagement
Sidney Ters
Communication
Donna Thompson
Communication
Michael Tracey
Excellence
Diane Travers Shipman
Community Engagement
Nick Turoski
Community Engagement
Juan Valdez
Excellence
Chantel Vanklompenberg
Community Engagement
Meghan Vaughn
Excellence
Elra Ward
Collaboration
Geoffrey Way
Communication
Greg Wojtovich
Community Engagement
Excellence
Woody Woodward
Collaboration
Diane Yost
Excellence
Collaboration
Mary Zimmerer
Communication
Margie Zuccaro
Community Engagement
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Employee Group Officers and Representatives

Faculty Senate
President: Regi Munro
Co-Vice President: Carol Dichtenberg
Secretary: Karen Flanigan
Treasurer: Carla McManaway

M&O/Crafts
Representative: Josh Doddoe

MAT
President: Theresa Wong
President-Elect: Vivian Miranda
Treasurer: Julie Johns
Secretary: Christine Scott
Professional Growth: Brien Dieterle

PSA
President: Julie Wright
Co-President-Elect: Adrienne Hicks and Greg Wojtovich
Co-Secretaries: Donna Breault and Meghan Vaughn
Co-Treasurers: Romana Carpio and Fabi Colon
Voting Representatives: Ernie Bracamonte and Lorene Copetillo

Safety
Representative: Brian Langford